Bruno Outdoor Electra-Ride™ Elite
Straight Rail Stairlift

Handsome and Dependable…
Access To and From the Great Outdoors!
**Performance**

The Outdoor Electra-Ride Elite is specifically designed for exterior use, providing you with the same quality, comfort and convenience available with Bruno’s complete line of straight rail and curved rail stairlifts. Bruno dependability built in!

**Refinement**

The Outdoor Electra-Ride Elite represents more than a decade of research and engineering. With a honeycomb rail design for improved stability, and visual coded diagnostics to instantly analyze the unit’s operational status, the Outdoor Elite is the epitome of form and function.
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**Outdoor Electra-Ride Elite Weather Protection**

- **The cover system, seat, arms and footrest all flip up to provide plenty of room for use of your outdoor stairs by family and friends.**
- **A weather-resistant cover system is engaged by either of two, easy-to-use levers. Simple and durable protection.**
- **Moisture on the Outdoor Elite is minimized when the lightweight cover is fully extended.**
- **A separate fabric cover protects the drive controller from water, dirt and debris.**
Safety
With a rated weight capacity of 400 lb (181 kg) and sensors that detect any obstacles on the stairs, the Outdoor Elite moves up and down your exterior stairs with power and efficiency. The new offset swivel seat makes the entry and exit position at the top landing safer and easier than ever.

Reliable
Equipped with two 12V batteries powered by a small, unobtrusive battery charger that requires no special electrical wiring, the Outdoor Electra-Ride Elite provides uninterrupted performance, even during a temporary failure of electrical service to your home.

Outdoor Electra-Ride Elite Features

- The new offset swivel seat makes the entry and exit position at the top landing safer and easier than ever!
- The footrest and carriage safety sensors instantly stop the unit when it encounters an obstruction on the stairs.
- Safety first! A retractable seat belt keeps the occupant secure at all times.
- The two wireless call/send controls make installation simple and clean with no wires running along the wall.
### Outdoor Electra-Ride™ Elite SRE-2010E Specifications

#### Exceptional Value
- Locking swivel seat at the top and bottom of the stairway
- Two remote, keyed, and wireless call/send controls
- Generous seat size – 17.75” (451 mm) adjustable to 21.75” (552 mm) between the arms
- Footrest and carriage safety sensors and retractable seat belt
- Charging-station indicator lights at the top and bottom of the stairway
- Onboard audio and visual diagnostics for easier and more precise service
- Meets all ANSI A18.1 Requirements: CSA/C – US listed for outdoor use enclosure rated type 3R
- Bruno’s Gold Warranty – Five years for major components and two years on parts

#### Convenient Installation
- Rail installs to within 7” (178 mm) of the wall
- Can be installed on either side of the stairway
- Standard track lengths of: 16’ (4.9 m) – two 8’ (2.4 m) sections 20’ (6 m) – two 10’ (3 m) sections (Custom lengths also available).

#### Battery-Powered Technology
- Ensures access even during power outages
- Powered by two 12V batteries; continuously charged by a 2A battery charger that plugs into any 110V household outlet

#### Exterior Enhancements
- Innovative weather resistant cover system designed to travel with the chair, allowing easy ON/OFF operation and protection from the elements when not in use
- Stainless steel and exterior grade hardware
- Durable, powder coat outdoor paint that protects all aluminum and steel surfaces
- Seat cushions made from exterior marine-grade vinyl.
- Tested for use in weather temperatures ranging from 0°F to 125°F (-15°C to 52°C)

#### Comfort
- Adjustable seat height for easier entry/exit at the top and bottom of the stairway
- Adjustable footrest height for added comfort
- Flip-up arms for easy wheelchair transfers
- Adjustable armrest width
- Contoured seat for maximum comfort

#### Smooth, Powerful Drive System
- Self-locking worm gear; rack-and-pinion drive
- Maximum rider weight of 400 lb (181 kg)
- Soft-start, soft-stop for the user’s maximum comfort
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**Ask us about our other...**

**Home accessibility solutions and automotive products**
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**BRUNO INDEPENDENT LIVING AIDS, INC.®**

1780 Executive Drive, P.O. Box 84, Oconomowoc, WI 53066  
www.bruno.com
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